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Introduction

Dear Members

A warm welcome to UNISON’s Higher Education Service Group Conference 2019.

It has been a challenging year for the sector and our movement.

With the 2016 Trade Union Act now firmly in place recruitment and organisation have
become even more crucial. Our industrial action ballot this year highlighted that, despite a
significant majority of people voting to take strike action, this was prevented by the new
legislation that requires a turnout ‘ballot threshold’.

New regulations on DOCAS and changes to facility time are placing tremendous pressure
on the trade union movement, but we will not be defeated. Despite the challenges, regions
and branches continue to support members and protect our terms and conditions of
employment.

UNISON’s higher education members will continue to be in the firing line for all sorts of
reasons including Brexit, outsourcing, low wage increases and redundancies. All these and
more pose a major threat to our members who work very hard trying to make ends meet.

As the Chair of the Higher Education Service Group Executive (HESGE) I can assure you
that we have continued to push many issues affecting our members, including getting
employers to sign up for full accreditation from the Living Wage Foundation. Pay restraint
continues to be a major issue for our members in Higher Education, especially in
comparison with soaring levels of pay for senior managers. The HESGE has worked
tirelessly to close the gender pay gap in the sector. A woman paid less than their male
counterparts is an inequality issue that we must eradicate.

Higher education support staff should not be left behind. We are a significant and important
group providing a first class service for students. Huge cuts to budgets have left many of us
working harder for less, but our campaigns on behalf of our members will continue. UNISON
maintains its position as a leader and the premier organised union for higher education
support staff.

We have had a difficult and worrying year and on behalf of the HESGE I want to say a
special thank you to all for your unwavering support and commitment.

Denise Ward
Chair of the Higher Education Service Group Executive

In line with motion 17 agreed at the 2006 HE conference this annual report highlights the implementation of policies

agreed at 2018 HE conference — with individual motions highlighted in bold.
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HIGHER EDUCATION CONFERENCE ANNUAL REPORT 2018

Section A

UNISON Objective 1: Enhance our capability to meet the recruiting, organisational
and representational challenges posed by austerity measures including cuts,
workforce reductions, reorganisations, attacks on facility time and privatisation.
Ensuring the union is relevant to all members who provide public services – including
those who work in the private sector – regardless of the economic sector in which they
work. To identify and develop leadership from across the union membership. To
enhance our democracy by increasing and widening participation amongst our activists
and members

1. Recruitment

Table 1 Joiners by region

2015 2016 2017 Jan-
18

Feb-
18

Mar-
18

Apr-
18

May
18

Jun-
18

Jul-
18

Aug-
18

Sep-
18

Oct-
18

Eastern 219 215 258 20 37 17 18 48 26 26 20 22 16

East Midlands 293 255 266 25 22 24 20 26 22 19 43 21 28

Greater London 946 983 902 74 104 107 86 105 73 89 68 70 110

Northern 198 224 207 20 22 20 18 23 19 16 10 21 32

UNISON Northern Ireland 41 27 63 2 0 6 5 6 4 0 9 100 11

North West 458 507 547 34 40 48 31 42 47 53 47 50 49

Scotland 335 463 426 27 44 25 43 31 37 22 31 44 56

South East 423 512 492 45 65 63 46 41 36 31 36 36 43

South West 268 297 288 34 43 24 19 30 34 33 23 43 101

Cymru/Wales R 256 249 303 18 36 15 15 13 13 16 22 21 15

West Midlands 321 317 391 33 47 60 35 43 34 36 43 39 37

Yorkshire - Humberside 430 537 589 43 62 51 51 62 36 54 33 59 62

4188 4586 4732 375 522 460 387 470 381 395 385 526 560

This joiner table reflects the work of branch activists in recruiting new members to the
union. The SGE are provided with joiners and leavers statistics to inform their overall
strategy and to reflect on the position within specific regions. Discussions on recruitment
and leavers figures should take place at branch and regional level to ensure support is
provided to devise a regional strategy for growth and increasing density in the sector.

2018 saw some positive recruitment outcomes in HE with the majority of regions seeing
a net increase in HE members.

Regions and branches continued to campaign, organise and recruit around key local
and national issues in university workplaces across the UK. The industrial action ballot
in the autumn and local disputes in Yorkshire and Humberside, West Midlands and the
North West have shown that engaging members has a real impact.

UNISON's Freedom of Information (FOI) request to universities again highlighted the
growing number of private companies working in areas such as catering, cleaning and
security services across the sector.

Recruitment and branch organisation is a continuing priority, which will once more form
part of the HESGE work programme for the coming year.
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Section B

UNISON Objective 2: Protect and secure fair pay and terms and conditions, high
quality employment and pensions for UNISON members, building confidence for
industrial action when required. To break the Westminster and devolved
governments’ pay cap policy and deliver real pay increases for members. Promoting
equal pay and equality and challenging all forms of discrimination, including racism,
supporting migrant workers, and promoting UNISON’s alternative economic strategy.

2. Pay

2.1 Pay 2018/19

In 2018 UNISON worked with other unions to submit a joint pay claim that reflected
UNISON’s pay policy position agreed at Higher Education (HE) conference 2018 (2018
Motion 1,2,3 and 4).

UNISON Higher Education Conference 2018 agreed that UNISON’s approach to pay
negotiations should deliver fair pay for all staff. (2018 Motions 1, 2, 3, 4). It called for a
consolidated real terms pay rise on all pay points with a flat rate increase of £1,500 or
7.5% whichever is greater and for all universities to become Living Wage Foundation
accredited employers. Where the Living Wage Foundation rate was being paid then
UNISON should campaign for a minimum hourly rate of £10 an hour.

2018 Motion 1 called for campaigns in the sector to eradicate the gender pay gap in the
sector by 2020 and to end the use of exploitative work practices including zero hour
contracts. It also called for the establishment of a Scottish sub-committee of New Joint
Negotiating Committee for Higher Education Staff (JNCHES) as set out under the New
JNCHES Agreement.

The joint higher education trade unions worked together between January and March
2018 to review the previous year’s pay negotiations and consider the approach to the
pay round. Negotiations with the employer commenced in March with a further two
meetings held in April and May.

The unions submitted a joint pay claim in March 2018 that incorporated many of
UNISON’s key demands as well incorporating elements from the other unions. The final
claim called for an increase to all spine points on the national pay scale of 7.5% or
£1,500. The claim was underpinned by a call for £10 per hour minimum wage with all
HEIs to become Living Wage Foundation accredited employers. Other elements
included the establishment a Scottish Sub-Committee of New JNCHES and a demand
linking increases in workload and excessive hours to the decline in pay and the rate for
the job. The joint trade union claim included an element seeking redress from the
employers in relation to workload (2018 Motion 18 and 19).

In line with 2018 Motion 4 and 2018 Motion 12 the issue of the 10:1 pay ratio was put
forward by the JNCHES negotiating team and incorporated in the joint trade union side
pay claim for 2018-19.

At the first pay negotiation the unions presented the claim and the employer’s
representatives, UCEA, gave an initial response, but no offer was made.
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At the second meeting on the 13 April 2018 the employers’ organisation UCEA
presented an opening offer of 1.7% or £350 whichever is the greater and some qualified
further joint work on gender pay. The employers rejected a payment for excessive hours
worked and did not want to progress a UK level action plan to tackle the use of
exploitative contracts. UCEA also stated that they would not support establishing a
Scottish JNCHES sub-committee.

The unions made it clear that the opening offer fell short of the costs of maintaining
living standards and did not address the serious and widespread issues of pay
inequality, workload and precarious employment in the sector.

The employer's final pay offer made on 15 May 2018 was for a pay increase of 2% for
staff on spinal column point 16 or above and £425 for staff on spinal column point 15
and below.

They offered to extend the work of the Gender Pay Working Group to look at developing
a survey and review action plans. They also offered limited work around data analysis
on fixed term and variable hours contracts. The final offer did not include action to deal
with excessive workloads or compensate staff for the excessive hours worked and the
employers were not supportive of a Scottish Sub-Committee.

UNISON's HESGE met on the 23 May 2018 to consider the employers’ full and final offer.
The committee agreed to consult members via branches with a recommendation that
they reject the pay offer. This was in line with a decision taken at UNISON’s 2018 Higher
Education Conference to recommend rejection of any offer that did not meet the claim
agreed by all unions.

A meeting of the HESGE’s pay campaign group in June discussed materials and agreed
the consultation timeline, which allowed for details of the other unions’ responses to be
known and potential for co-operation identified before the next HESGE. UNISON’s pay
campaign highlighted the disparity of pay between senior management and university
staff (2018 Motion 2).

The JNCHES disputes procedure was triggered and two further meetings were held
with the employers. They did not result in a substantial improvement in the offer to
change the HESGE’s recommendation that members reject the offer.

The consultation results were presented to a meeting of the HESGE in early August.
Turnout was 24% with 65% of members voting to reject the offer. The HESGE had a
long and detailed discussion about the results of the consultation and agreed by 17
votes to 2 to reject the offer. After a further debate it was unanimously agreed to
request a legal industrial action ballot. The HESGE also unanimously agreed to call
just for a strike ballot and not action short of strike action (HE conference policy allows
for only one question to be on the ballot paper). After a further long discussion on the
type of ballot that should be called the HESGE voted by 10 to 8 (with 1 abstention) to
request a national aggregated ballot. Ten voted for an aggregated ballot and eight for a
disaggregated ballot. It was also agreed that UNISON’s ballots section should be
asked to extend the proposed ballot period, to allow for the highest turnout possible.
The Chair and Vice-Chair agreed to write to the General Secretary requesting that
resources be released to support the ballot.
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Branches were asked to cleanse membership records throughout August and
materials, overseen by the HESGE pay campaign group, were produced.

The HESGE met on 5 September to review progress. 140 employers were listed in the
ballot covering England, Scotland and Wales. Different legislation meant that a
separate ballot was held for the three employers in Northern Ireland, which ran on a
later timetable to ensure that action would be taken together. The actions of sister HE
unions were noted: UCU had begun their ballot at the end of August; Unite were only
proposing to ballot five employers; EIS were still deciding; and GMB had accepted. It
was noted that UCEA had written to HEIs recommending that they impose the offer.
The HESGE expressed outrage at this flagrant attempt to undermine the ballot.
UNISON Centre produced a branch circular and letter for branches to send to
employers where imposition had occurred.

In the first week of September UNISON sent dispute notices to employers. Six
significant challenges to the ballot were received, based on records provided to the
employers in the dispute notices sent to them in the first week. All were dealt with, but
the challenges highlighted the importance of rigorous data cleansing. The ballot
process ran for six weeks from the middle of September to the end of October.
Considerable efforts were put into supporting branches by most regions.

Industrial ballot result - issued 29th October 2018

Number of individuals entitled to vote in the ballot 24,892
Number of voting papers returned 7,707

Question: Are you prepared to take part in industrial action in the form of
strike action?

Number of spoilt/invalid voting papers returned
Number of votes cast in the ballot

9
7,698

Votes cast as a % of individuals entitled to vote 31.0%

Result of Voting
Yes
No

4,762
2,936

61.9%
38.1%

The HESGE met on 29 October and considered the results. It was noted that the ballot
had not reached the legal threshold necessary to take industrial action under the 2016
Trade Union Act. As the industrial action ballot in Northern Ireland had not finished the
HESGE did not make a decision about whether to accept the offer, but issued a defiant
statement noting the increased turnout and the iniquity of the Trade Union Act.

At the HE branch seminar on 7 November delegates spent the morning discussing the
outcome of the ballot, lessons learned and suggestions for future pay campaigns. On
the same day UCU held a special conference and decided to re-ballot members in a
national aggregated ballot, in January 2019.
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UNISON’s Northern Ireland ballot result was announced on 13 November. There was a
100% yes vote but on a 10% turnout.

The HESGE is due to meet on 9 January 2019 to discuss next steps.

2.2 Pay 2019/20

In early 2019 the trade union side of New JNCHES will meet to begin to consider the
content of the 2019/20 claim. The first pay negotiating meeting of JNCHES is
scheduled to take place 26 March 2019.

The HE pay motion submitted to HE Conference 2019 seeks an uplift of retail price
index (RPI) + 3%, or a lump sum of up to £3,349 for those on a 37 hour week
(whichever is greater) to achieve a minimum hourly rate of £10 an hour for all staff.

3. JNCHES Working Groups

3.1 JNCHES Review

As part of the 2007 settlement that established New JNCHES, it was agreed to
undertake regular reviews of JNCHES. A meeting was held in December 2017 to
review the way the pay negotiations took place during the last pay round. Both the staff
side and the HE employers agreed that negotiations had been held in a more
constructive way.

3.2 Strategic Conference

The annual JNCHES Strategic Conference took place in March 2018. The conference
heard reports on: apprenticeships in higher education; mental health and well being;
developments in the higher education sector across the UK; and trends and changes in
the UK labour market. A report back was given on joint work undertaken in the previous
year.

3.3 Hourly Paid and Casual Hours Working Group

The 2016/17 and 2017/18 pay settlements included a commitment to conduct joint work
on casualisation and the prevalence of zero hours contracts in the sector. Meetings
were held but little progress was made. The unions registered concerns about the
credibility and value of UCEA’s reporting on variable hours and fixed term staff in the
sector. The unions were due to discuss the issue at a meeting at the end of 2018.

3.4 Gender Pay Gap Working Group

As a result of the 2017/18 pay settlement a joint working group was established
to conduct a survey of employers and campus trade union branches. While the
trade union side put in a considerable amount effort to try and ensure the success of this
working group there was a failure to agree a common meaning of “joint work” with the
employer side. The employer side decided that they were not willing to share the data
they were collecting despite the fact they would have had full access to the data
collected by the trade union side. This led to the trade unions registering concerns about
the credibility and value of any joint work in this area as there was such
a fundamental difference of opinion.
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However, the Trade Union side is fully committed to tackling the gender pay gap and will
be meeting in January 2019 to progress work in this area with a survey being sent out to
Branches in February 2019 and a minority report published in April / May 2019.

4. Living Wage

UNISON continued to name and shame HEI’s that refused to pay the Living Wage
Foundation rate to HE workers across the UK (2015 Motion 12). Universities and
colleges should be amongst the most progressive employers in the country, but are
often not. The 2018/19 employer pay offer increased the lowest spinal column point to
£8.68 per hour from 1 August 2018, but only for those employees on a 35 hour working
week.

The Living Wage Foundation rate was revised in November 2018 to £9.00 per hour and
the London Living Wage Foundation rate amended to £10.55 per hour. This meant that
HE staff on the lowest salary point were paid below the Living Wage Foundation rates.
UNISON worked alongside the Living Wage Foundation to campaign and promote the
findings from UNISON’s freedom of information request.

Branches continued successful local Living Wage campaigns by working with local
student and community groups.

5. FE and 6th Form Colleges

The Higher Education Service Group has a reciprocal agreement to send a delegate to
the Further Education (FE) Committee.

In England, the initial pay negotiation meeting on 13 July 2018 saw the joint union side
submitting a pay claim of 5%, underpinned by £1,500. The employer’s side responded
with a ‘creative offer’ of at least 5% over 2 years that could only be afforded if the
Department for Education (DfE) released exceptional ring-fenced funding for pay. The
DfE refused the request. Further pay talks are due on the 5 December 2018.

At the beginning of the autumn term a joint campaign was launched, which involved FE
unions, employers and the NUS. This culminated in a week of action 15-19 October,
with a march, parliamentary rally and lobby on the 17 October in London. This event
received a great deal of coverage on social media and the trade and mainstream press.

In Cymru/Wales the joint unions submitted a claim of 7.5% underpinned by £1,500 at
their national bargaining meeting in June, with other asks including a pay structure for
support staff and a workload agreement for teaching staff. The employer’s side
immediately offered 1% and refused to discuss anything else, causing a walk-out from
the union side. UNISON is now engaged in a consultative ballot with a view to taking
action in January. UCU went straight to ballot with the intention of six days of strike
action before Christmas and more in January.

In Scotland a 29-month offer has been accepted of: 3% for most staff underpinned by
£1,600; a national job evaluation scheme; one extra day of annual leave; a four year
salary conservation package in the event of future financial detriment; every Modern
Apprentice to receive the Living Wage; all temporary support staff to be made
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permanent after two years; and a commitment to new National Training Programme for
support staff.

In Northern Ireland, the employers representative body, Colleges Northern Ireland, was
closed down in June 2018. The joint unions have, therefore, been unable to submit a
national pay claim.

6. Pensions

6.1 Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS)

The LGPS England and Wales is in the process of completing a cost share exercise
based on the 2016 valuation of the scheme. As a result of costs being lower than
expected the LGPS Scheme Advisory Board has written to the Minister setting out
proposed changes to improve some benefits and reduce the contributions paid by the
lowest paid. The LGPS Northern Ireland valuation date was also 1 April 2016 and similar
discussions are under way. The LGPS Scotland valuation date was 1 April 2017 so
decisions on that scheme will be made later.

University contributions have increased due to the perceived risk of them getting into
financial difficulties in the future. UNISON continues to oppose attempts by universities
to set up arms length companies to avoid legal obligations to offer the LGPS to directly
employed staff. Members at Staffordshire University have conducted a number of one
day strikes where all grades 1 to 6 were removed from the LGPS.

UNISON continues to work with LGPS reps and Board members, advising of the need
for fund actuaries to make realistic assumptions instead of unnecessarily cautious
assumptions that have such a significant impact on scheme costs.

In the LGPS England and Wales UNISON continues to push strongly for the lowest ill-
health award (Tier 3 pension) to be removed and to be replaced with an ongoing
pension for life. Currently a Tier 3 ill-health pension cannot be paid for longer than three
years at which point it either ceases entirely or less commonly is upgraded to a Tier 2
ill-health pension. Scotland and Northern Ireland do not have a tier 3 ill-health pension.

6.2 Local Schemes

UNISON continued to support members in branches across the country where support
staff pension schemes have come under further attack, for example at Manchester
University, which is proposing to close its scheme to future benefit accrual

6.3 Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS)

In January 2018, the university employers confirmed that they wished to end all defined
benefits in the USS and make the scheme a defined contribution scheme. This proposal
was forced through the USS joint negotiating committee.

UCU had a series of strikes in the spring over these proposals and UNISON had
commenced balloting members in the scheme for strike action. The industrial action and
threats of further action resulted in the proposals to close the defined benefit scheme
being withdrawn. Instead, in April it was agreed to establish a Joint Expert Panel (JEP)
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to review the valuation of the scheme and to consider alternative assumptions is
assessing the liabilities of the scheme.

The JEP began meeting in May and produced its first report in September. The report
concluded that it would be possible to continue with the current benefit structure if the
cost of contributions to the scheme was increased from the current 26% of pay to
29.1%. The university employers undertook a consultation with universities about
proceeding with negotiations on the basis of the JEP report.

This consultation concluded in November and it appears that the JEP report will be used
as a basis for new proposals that will not mean the end of the defined benefit scheme. It
is now intended that a series of meeting of the USS JNC will take place in December
and January 2019 to come up with new proposals.

UNISON will be feeding in to these negotiations and will be participating in the
consultation if there are any changes. In particular, we will press for lower paid members
of the scheme to be protected from possible increases in employee contributions.

We continue to campaign for full representation rights of support staff on the USS board
and its negotiating committee.

7. Devolved Nations and Regions

7.1 Northern Ireland

The University of Ulster announced a decision to outsource a contract covering support
services and catering. The plan would go out to tender in 2019 and would present
significant challenges for the branch. UNISON met with university management and will
campaign for the tender to include Living Wage Accreditation.

The new Belfast Campus for the Ulster University was delayed by another three years to
2022 amid disputes and legal actions against building firms. Employees affected by the
move remained in their current location during this time.

The Ulster University Students Union approached UNISON NI about a proposal to
outsource the Commercial Services. UNISON rejected the proposal and will campaign
and raise awareness of the negative impact this will have on students and staff.

St Mary’s University College’s renewed its religious affirmative action plan which has
been reviewed and revised following an Article 55 review. The College has a significant
under-representation of staff, applicants and appointees from the protestant
community. The University is required to implement an affirmative action plan to address
that. Progress will continue to be slow because turnover is very low (4%). The plan
would reaffirm a commitment to promote St Mary’s as an equal opportunities employer.

UNISON welcomed the decision to employ catering services staff in St Mary’s College
on a permanent basis instead of the ongoing casual contracts.

7.2 Scotland

The continued inadequate funding of Scottish HE led to further cycles of restructures,
voluntary severance and settlement agreements on many campuses in 2018. UNISON
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representatives continued to fight tenaciously to protect jobs, protect grades, resist
privatisations and safeguard staff wellbeing. Reductions in workforces cannot continue
without causing irreparable damage to the sector. Finances of some individual HEIs are
approaching a crisis point, and the Scottish Government came under more pressure to
fund the sector fairly. UNISON continued its leading role in applying that pressure.

As a result of changes to university governance in Scotland UNISON activists started to
take up positions as TU Reps on some University Courts. There is a long
implementation period and a number of universities are moving very slowly to adapt their
structures. The Scottish HE Committee continued to share best practice and coordinate
support for Court TU Reps.

The Universities Scotland forum for discussion of non-JNCHES issues met during 2018,
but little substantive discussion has taken place. Scottish reps continued their attempts
to make this a meaningful forum, placing a particular emphasis on HEIs’ implementation
of Holyrood’s ‘Fair Work Framework’.

UNISON branches tried new ‘get out the vote’ methods to boost participation in national
ballots. Lessons learned during 2018 will refine communications and new engagement
techniques to build strength for local disputes and campaigns.

The Scottish HE Committee continued work to safeguard local Scottish Living Wage
(SLW) agreements and pushed to secure additional SLW accreditations. The HE
committee also commenced work on improved secondary terms and conditions, using
‘best practice’ examples from across the country.

7.3 Cymru / Wales

UNISON Cymru/Wales Higher Education Service Group met regularly through 2018,
including a training day on submitting and speaking on motions.

The Welsh Government implemented some of the recommendations of the Diamond
Review, with changes to student funding coming into effect at the start of the 2018/2019
academic year.

It has been a year of more restructures, reorganisations, outsourcing and redundancies,
with job losses most recently announced at Bangor University.

Branches and organisers worked hard in the run-up to, and during, the HE consultative
and industrial action ballots, increasing engagement with members and speaking about
pay. The service group was due to meet in December to review the organising strategy,
and start planning for next year. In line with 2018 Motion 24 the Cymru/Wales Higher
Education Service Group is campaigning for all Universities in Wales to become
Foundation Living Wage accredited. The service group has campaigned for universities
to sign up to the Welsh Government’s code of practice on “Ethical Employment in
Supply Chains” (2018 Motion 23).

Organising plans for 2019 include a Cymru/Wales HE Seminar to consider how we build
Branches and develop activism in the sector.
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The service group would like to extend their thanks to all branch officers, workplace reps
and activists who have once again worked hard to protect and promote UNISON
members’ interests in difficult circumstances.

7.4 South East

The South East Higher Education Committee prioritised recruitment and retention
during 2018. Discussions at the committee emphasised the need to prioritise recruitment
activity throughout the year and branches organised a series of events around the
union’s Grovember initiative. The University of Surrey branch achieved impressive
results in 2018, with a 20% increase in the branch’s membership.

The majority of campaigning in 2018 focused on pay. Branches worked hard to reach
the 50% turnout required in this year’s industrial action ballot. Some employers pre-
empted the outcome of industrial action ballots and imposed the national pay offer. This
was robustly challenged by affected branches

Initiatives trialed included a newsletter designed for member engagement produced by
activists at the University of Brighton branch. This was shared across the region and
used by branches at events, stalls, walk rounds, desk drops and open meetings to build
support for the ballot. Reminder emails were sent to HE members in the region covered
by the ballot reminding them to vote. Organisers supported branch activity around the
region including meeting staff at the start and end of the day at many universities,
undertaking floor walks, phone-banking members, and supporting member meetings
throughout the ballot period.

Significant restructuring commenced at a number of the region’s universities, and is
expected to continue into 2019. Several institutions, including the University of
Southampton and University of Brighton, had significant rounds of voluntary severance
in 2018.

Members at the University of Southampton campaigned successfully to protect pensions
after the employer tried to close the support staff pension scheme and replace it with an
inferior defined contribution scheme. However, after a robust and effective joint union
campaign, the scheme has been retained for current staff. The branch campaign
included a survey of members and a petition. The branch organised a rally on campus
that hundreds of staff and students attended. There was public support from local
Labour councillors, the local Labour MP Alan Whitehead, and from UCU. After
consultation the University decided to retain the pension scheme for existing members,
but still close it to new members from January 2019. This represented a significant shift
in position by the University, and was only made possible by strong campaigning by
UNISON members.

7.5 North West

Universities across the North West faced another challenging year with continued
onslaughts on changes to terms and conditions, redundancy threats, restructures and
potential mergers.

The region pulled out all the stops for the HE pay campaign and ballot. Mass members
meetings were held, a regional newssheet circulated, and branches and regional
organising teams worked together to engage with members. Workplaces were leafleted
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and phone banks and text messages reminding people to vote were used. The majority
of employers in the North West implemented the 2% pay increase before the conclusion
of the ballot in a determined effort to undermine our action.

Universities across the region commenced discussions about possible changes to
support staff pension schemes. Members at University of Manchester were consulted
regarding taking strike action over plans to cut support staff pensions by more than 20%.
Over 3,000 current scheme members would suffer significant detriment and the scheme
would be less attractive to future employees of the university.

Liverpool University concluded a major restructure of it facilities services. Around 43
staff agreed to a voluntary severance package. A number of universities presented
proposals to cut, reorganise or outsource facilities services.

In August 2018 the Home Office conducted pilots to test a process of encouraging EU
citizens to seek “Settled Status”. Three universities from the Merseyside area were
chosen as pilot employers. Our three university branches worked with the employers to
ensure our members were supported throughout the process.

7.6 West Midlands

The West Midlands Higher Education Service Group met in April, July and November.
Issues raised included recruitment and organising, health and safety, and equalities
issues. One institution proposed a change in the academic year to have 3 x 13 week
terms and three intake dates. Unions continued to negotiate around this.

Other issues have included changes to legislation on how DOCAS could be
administered and changes to outsourcing of services (with the knock on effect on
members with regard to TUPE). Training on how UNISON and other trade unions can
best respond to the increase in numbers of wholly owned subsidiaries (WOS) within the
sector have been requested.

On 1 August 2018 UNISON members employed at Staffordshire University had their
pension arrangements changed for lower paid staff. That resulted in taking them out of
the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) into a new pension scheme.
Employees were transferred into a new subsidiary of the University (Staffordshire
University Services Limited). The new pension scheme will result in a significant
reduction in members’ pensions. Following this decision, members were balloted for
industrial action. The changes leave members with an uncertain financial future.
Members took several days of industrial action and remains in dispute. The University
has refused to reverse this decision despite overwhelming support from members and
other staff employed by the University.

All HE branches in the region continue to recruit new joiners to the union at a healthy
rate. More than half of HE branches are forecast to finish the year having grown in
size.

7.7 Yorkshire and Humberside

The regional higher education service group met regularly in 2018 to discuss the union’s
objectives across the region’s nine higher education branches. Common issues
included Vice Chancellor and senior manager pay, health and safety, (particularly
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stress), Living Wage Foundation accreditation campaigns and the impact on EU workers
in HE as the UK withdraws from the EU. Information training sessions for branches in
the last year covered topics including the gender pay gap, proportionality toolkits and
GDPR compliance. Regional membership marginally increased despite redundancies
and retirements.

Two major successful disputes occurred in the region in 2018. At Hull University
proposed the closure of the defined benefit scheme for members who retained access
following changes implemented in 2012. A ballot for industrial action brought the
employer back to the table and a pension parity working group was established with the
employer. Negotiations included a full review of pension provision on campus, including
pension parity across occupational groups. The successful industrial action ballots lead
directly to meaningful discussions.

Bradford University proposed 250 redundancies and despite votes of no confidence by
UCU, UNISON and the students union, the employer vowed to press ahead with the
cuts. Members were successful in achieving a 60% turnout in an industrial action ballot
and called four days of strike action which took place in October / November 2018.
Pickets were well attended by 50 – 60 members. Many had not taken part in strike
action before and had not been on pickets. The branch secured a victory with no
compulsory redundancies taking place.

The national HE Pay campaign presented a challenge as legislation requires a 50%
threshold. Considerable regional resources were diverted to support the ballot. The
region, service group and branches worked together and contacted every member.
From responses received from members a majority of members did participate. This
process was highly resource intensive and invaluable for providing lessons for future
ballots.

7.8 East Midlands

For the seven East Midlands university branches, it has been another year of extensive
restructures, increasing workloads, rising stress and endemic bullying. Inequality
continued to grow, as senior management appears distant with their ongoing mission of
commercialisation.

2018 was a transformative year. Four of the HE branches in the region had increases in
activists of 23% - 60% and four of the seven branches increased in size. Local
campaigns included stress campaigns at Lincoln and Leicester; equality campaigns at
De Montfort and Nottingham Trent and a trade dispute at Leicester.

The campaign at Leicester University was to oppose the reduction in hours of the
Security Team from 37 per week to 35 per week – with the attendant loss of salary.
The campaign saw membership climb to 100% density. A branch consultative ballot
achieved a 100% turnout with a 100% Yes vote for industrial action. This pressure saw
a UNISON victory when management reversed their decision. Existing staff were
guaranteed that they could remain on 37 hour per week contracts until they leave.
Members voted to accept the offer – a tremendous result as a direct outcome of
activists’ tremendous efforts.

Also at Leicester University catering staff transferred to Leicester Services Partnership
in 2017. Initially the company did not implement a pay increase in August 2018. After
UNISON intervention the employers paid the increase and backdated it in November.
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Managers at De Montfort, Leicester and Nottingham Trent continued to press for
annualised hours for specific manual grades and continued to push to outsource
functions (e.g. the Leicester Services Partnership is an ‘arms length’ catering company
with 50-50 ownership by University and Students Union). This provided a platform to
open recognition negotiations with staff in Students Unions.

The regional HE Committee began developing an industrial bargaining agenda and
2019 promises to be an even better year.

7.9 Northern Region

2018 proved extremely busy for the Northern Region’s universities. The main campaign
across the region was the pay campaign and ballot. There was a good turn out and
excellent engagement from activists with members. The region recruited 200 new
members before the Grovember campaign.

Durham University continued the wholesale restructure of support staff functions across
the institution. UNISON effectively delayed significant changes being rushed through,
but the restructure will continue into 2019 and beyond. The branch recruited over 30
members and a new representative who is being developed to support the membership
across the university.

Newcastle University experienced significant restructures but managed to protect
members from compulsory redundancy. The vast majority of members were
successfully redeployed. The branch, along with UCU, improved the redundancy,
restructure and redeployment polices. Work began to improve a range of policies
across the university, particularly family friendly policies. With two new stewards and a
number of new branch officers, the branch recruited over 45 new joiners. UNISON had
a significant victory in 2018 for part time workers. The branch established that the
university had miscalculated part time holidays. UNISON’s actions ensured the
calculation was amended and secured back pay for affected members.

Northumbria University recruited over 35 new members as well as new activists in
2018. University management proposals to reduce protection, change flexi-time and
overtime arrangements, increased member engagement. The branch improved the
management’s proposals and ensured our member engagement. A number of
restructures took place and the branch supported members to retain jobs and fight
compulsory redundancies.

Teesside University appointed a new Young Members officer and continued to grow its
membership. Difficult negotiations with management took place on a range of policy
issues which the branch fought against strongly, engaging members throughout and
ensuring there was improvement to the original management proposals.

2018 saw the election of the first woman Branch Secretary at Sunderland University.
70% of the branch is women and the branch committee is now more representative. The
branch increased membership amongst domestic assistants and catering staff and
recruited over 40 new members. Case work increased with members raising issues
related to mental health brought about by stress at work.
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7.10 Eastern

There are 13 HE Branches in the Eastern Region. Recruitment and organising
initiatives took place within the region’s university branches throughout 2018. The
branch officer network faced some difficult, demanding and challenging situations,
involving both workplace issues and this year’s pay campaign. Nonetheless, increased
activity has resulted in an increase in membership and activists.

The University of East Anglia Branch continues to go from strength to strength with the
recruitment of new reps to support the branch team and new members. Significant
investment into the learning and development of activists was made by the branch to
ensure a strong a team as possible at a workplace level. Work will continue on this for
2019. Negotiations continued around car parking charges with some headway being
made on that particularly for low paid, part-time women workers. The Branch is
stepping up its campaign to get formal facility time for UNISON with a view to getting a
resolution to that issue soon. Communication with members has improved notably, with
a good branch communications strategy now in place.

7.11 Greater London

The Greater London Regional Higher Education Committee met three times in 2018.
The annual Higher Education Training Day did not take place this year to allow the
focus of branches and activists to be on the pay campaign.

In the run up to the consultative pay ballot a regional campaign pack with a ‘Pay up
Now’ logo was created, which included templates and resources for branches, focusing
on making pay a local issue. Documents included a letter to the Vice Chancellor, pay
petition, branch newsletter and script for phone banks. To localize the issue all
resources could be amended with branch details, and information relating to the
university and its financial situation. Campaign events and gold coins with the campaign
logo on for use at members meetings also proved popular.

Recruitment and organising initiatives focused around local issues-based campaigns.
Two branches were supported by Fighting Fund Local Organisers. These projects led to
increased activist numbers as well as successful local campaigns and increased
recruitment.

Across London local campaigns to bring servicers back in-house continued to reap
results. In SOAS all outsourced workers employed in catering, cleaning, portering and
security were brought back in-house in September. Goldsmiths College agreed to bring
cleaning staff (currently employed by ISS) back in-house and Kings College (KCL) also
agreed to bring cleaning staff (currently employed by Servest) and Security staff
(currently employed by CIS) back in-house. Cleaners in London School of Economics
(LSE) were brought back in house from spring 2018, which means that the majority of
their services are now in-house. The City University Branch successfully negotiated for
porters to be brought back in-house from November and started to widen the campaign
to other outsourced workers, as did the Brunel and University of East London branches.
A commitment has been secured at Senate House to look at bringing services in-house
in as short a time frame as possible. In the meantime the branch secured a commitment
to end zero-hour contracts.
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The campaign on London Weighting continued. Members at Goldsmiths College
agreed an increase in London weighting from £2,873 to £3,400 pa by August 2019 - an
increase of £527 in twelve months. KCL and Westminster branches branch are
currently consulting members on launching a London Weighting campaign early in
2019. Senate House re-opened their London Weighting campaign together with the
local UCU branch.

The LSE branch secured a one-off locally agreed pay offer, in addition to the imposed
national pay offer. Following two years of campaigning members voted overwhelmingly
to reject the employers’ final offer. After facilitated negotiations members accepted the
new offer of an annual increase of between £100 and £500 for bands 1-7, 5.5%
increase for band 1 (equivalent to £1,000). This represents a total additional £1.9
million to be spent on support staff salaries from 1 November 2018.

Kingston branch successfully secured a 2% pay increase for KUSCO staff in parity with
the 2% received by directly employed staff in 2018.

Campaigns to secure parity with directly employed staff continued. Senate House
members voted to accept an offer of an additional two days annual leave and the
branch stated that they will seek to continue discussions to achieve parity. Middlesex
University and City University branches submitted similar annual leave claims. City
University won an increase of four to five days. Middlesex University branch rejected an
initial offer and will submit a counter proposal to achieving parity. Security staff at UCL
ran a successful campaign that reversed the decision that would have forced them to
book annual leave on University closure days.

Restructures and redundancies continued across the region including University of
Westminster, London South Bank University, University of Greenwich and University of
East London. At UCL UNISON worked with UCU to ensure there were no compulsory
redundancies or relocations outside London as part of a major restructuring

A number of universities in London agreed to reimburse staff applying to the EU
settlement scheme after the pilot was launched in Higher Education on 15 November
2018. Letters will be sent to the others encouraging them to do the same.

The fourth edition of the regional HE newsletter was produced, including articles on
Pay, Health & Safety, ESOL and campaigns and successes from across the region.
The next edition is due to be produced in January 2019 and the region will look at
improving other forms of communication to HE branches and activists.

7.12 South West

Higher Education branches in the region have continued to build on progress made in
previous years. It has been good to see that the support branches have received from
regional offices has resulted in new branch officers and reps coming forward in several
branches, particularly in Bath, Bournemouth, Bristol and Gloucester.

As a result of this, the Region’s HE committee welcomed several new members as well
as electing a new chair. To help the committee function better and enable regional reps
to be better informed the chair set-up an online group which allows committee members
to share information and experiences between meetings. The committee elected new
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delegates to Regional Committee and Regional Council that have previously been hard
to fill. Donna Rowe-Merriman, Senior National Officer, kindly attended the committee’s
AGM and led an interesting discussion on the national picture in the sector.

Branches in the region have challenged their employers on the unacceptable gender
pay gap in our universities, and pushed for action to be taken to improve this, as well
as continued to campaign around the vast disparity in pay between the majority of
university staff and their most senior managers, particularly Vice Chancellors.

This year has seen the departure of the country’s two highest paid vice chancellors and
their replacement with people who, so far at least, seem to understand the
disenchantment that has built up over years of austerity and public sector pay freezes
and say they want to change things and to work with staff and the unions.

The University of Bristol gained Living Wage Foundation (LWF) accreditation, they have
subsequently been joined by the University of Bath who have also succeeded in getting
agreement to gain accreditation whilst defending terms and conditions for low paid
members. Whilst a number of others institutions in the region pay the Living Wage to
permanent staff, they have refuse so far to take steps to gain full accreditation.
Persuading other south west HE institutions to become accredited LWF employers will
remain part of our ongoing work.

Branches in the region continue to work tirelessly to support members through turbulent
times, including numerous organisational restructures, severance schemes and the
threat of compulsory redundancies. They also continue to fight against punitive sickness
absence policies and Bradford Scoring, especially in terms of their application to
members with long-term health issues and disabilities’.

At the first meeting in the New Year, the committee will be reviewing its constitution,
setting future priorities, and considering how they can further build upon these
successes, increase membership and influence within HE institutions and organise
members in campaigning for better pay, protecting jobs and defending attacks on
pensions.

8. Equalities

In response to 2018 Motion 5 a circular outlining how branches can engage higher
education members for LGBT equality was circulated in November.

The Gender Pay Working group explored the impact of intersectionality on the pay of
black staff in higher education (2018 Motion 6). Branches were encouraged to support
and promote young members’ organisation and workshops to encourage branches to
engage with young members took place at the HE branch seminar. (2018 Motion 7)

In 2018 over 1,900 UNISON members working in HE took part in UNISON’s Equality
Survey. UNISON’s HE social media has actively promoted information from self-
organised groups and young members.

In response to 2018 Motion 9 contact was made with the Equality Challenge Unit to
push for improved LGBT data collection. The Equality Challenge Unit was amalgamated
into Advance HE in March 2018.
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Further work will take place in 2019 with the National Black Members Committee and
other campaigning organisations to highlight the issues facing black students and black
workers in higher education (2018 Motion 21).

9. Higher Education Policy

UNISON produced responses to a number of government consultations. UNISON
lobbied members of the House of Lords and produced parliamentary briefings
reiterating UNISON’s commitment to the end of tuition fees and the reintroduction of
student grants. UNISON has worked with Labour Link during 2018 to ensure that
UNISON’s voice is heard at all parliamentary levels.

UNISON continued to lobby the Scottish parliament and Welsh assembly.

UNISON continued to campaign for fair and equal access to HE. Social media has been
used to promote UNISON’s policy of a fully funded education system with no tuition
fees for students wanting to access higher education.

10. Higher education as a public service

In line with 2018 Motion 25 UNISON continued to campaign against privatisation,
fragmentation and competition between institutions and supported the existing national
pay bargaining machinery. In November 2018 it was widely reported that one institution
in the UK received a substantial cash bailout from the Office for Students (subsequently
repaid) and others have been identified as facing financial problems. UNISON strongly
expressed its belief that HE is best delivered by public sector bodies.

11. Pay ratios in higher education

In line with 2018 Motion 4 and 2018 Motion 12 the issue of the 10:1 pay ratio was put
forward by the JNCHES negotiating team and incorporated in the joint trade union side
pay claim for 2018-19.

12. Higher education and voter registration

A circular is scheduled to be produced in 2019 to encourage HE branches to engage
with their local university to regularly promote voter registration among staff and
students at key times of the year (2018 Motion 8).

13. Higher education role analysis (HERA)

Work will commence in 2019 to update and reissue UNISON’s guidance on HERA and
to incorporate additional material for branches where alternative role analysis systems
are in place (2018 Motion 10).

14. Higher education service group accountability

The Annual Report 2018 is published and circulated to all HE branches in December
2018 containing updates on conference decisions. Quarterly reports will commence in
2019. This year the focus of the HESGE has been on pursuing industrial action on the
USS pension scheme for our 60+ branches where we have members affected by
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changes and national industrial action on the 2018/19 pay offer. This meant some items
on the work plan had to be re-scheduled (2018 motion 11).

15. No to excessive pay awards for Vice Chancellors and senior managers

In accordance with 2018 Motion 12 an information exchange was conducted in
November 2018 to establish the level of engagement of trade union representatives on
boards of governors at HEI’s across the UK.

16. Putting Vice Chancellor pay in perspective

2018 Motion 13 called for the SGE to campaign for those running institutions to have
‘pay restraint’. UNISON continued to highlight senior pay issues – especially during the
USS pension dispute and the HE pay campaign. The newly formed OfS announced its
call for pay restraint in the sector for senior managers. UNISON will continue to lobby
government for free tuition fees and the reinstatement of student grants.

17. Brexit and EU migrant workers

In line with 2018 Motions 14, 15 and 16 NEC reps were mandated to put forward the
SGE policy position at all meetings where relevant issues were discussed. Since the
2016 EU referendum, UNISON campaigned to protect the rights of EU citizens living
and working in the UK. In 2018 UNISON continued to lobby parliament and worked with
campaign groups.

UNISON continued to closely monitor the Home Office proposal for a new registration
process while continuing to demand that the rights of EU citizens were ring-fenced and
guaranteed in law with proper parliamentary oversight. UNISON urged employers to
pay the £65 fee for their staff that are citizens of other EU countries and apply for
‘settled status’ to stay in the UK after Brexit on 29 March 2019.

The union produced a model letter for relevant branches to edit and use when writing to
their employers on the issue, together with new guidance on the issue and process,
aimed at both branches and individual EU-citizen members.

Some employers have said they will pay the fee for their employees, including the
Scottish government, which has said it will pay the fee for any public sector worker in
that country.

The UK government is rolling out a pilot on the settled status registration scheme this
month, based on employment. On 15 November, staff in HE across the UK became the
latest group of EU citizens able to apply under the pilot.

The union has published branch guidance explaining the settled status pilot, how
branches can negotiate with employers to request that they pay the fee and work jointly
with employers to help EU members prepare for their application. This was circulated to
branches in November 2018.
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18. Workplace stress and workload

In line with 2018 Motions 18 and 19 the issue of workload was incorporated into the
joint trade union pay claim. UNISON produced a Mental Health bargaining guide that
was circulated to branches and a stress toolkit was produced in March 2018.

As a result of work already being undertaken following motions being passed at previous
conferences, the Higher Education Safety and Health Forum (HESH) had been working
on drawing together experiences and resources to produce a Stress and Mental
Wellbeing resources for Higher Education Institutions. This joint document was
published in July.

Work is ongoing looking at staff mental wellbeing as part of UUK’s “stepchange”
program focusing on campus-wide mental wellbeing. A presentation was received at
UNISON’s 2018 HE conference.

The motions also helped to shape a UNISON motion on mental health submitted to the
2018 TUC Congress.

19. Responsible buying in higher education institutions

UNISON’s HE branch seminar included a workshop on how branches can engage with
universities to ensure the introduction of ethical clauses on Modern Slavery, decent work,
freedom of association, sustainability and the use of Fair Trade Foundation materials in
line with 2018 Motion 17.

20. All University staff are important.

A Support Staff survey to be conducted in 2019 to inform a campaign that shows
support staff matter on campus in delivering services to students and colleagues (2018
motion 20).

21. Keeping on a campaign footing

Focus has been on delivering two industrial action ballots in 2018 which have both
involved significant campaign work. This work will be deferred to the 2019 work
programme ( 2018 motion 21).

22. End Discrimination against Cuba in UK Higher Education

UNISON made representation to the Open University in line with 2018 Motion 26 and
raised awareness of the issues to branches.

23. Marketisation of Higher Education

Due to the work priorities of the industrial action ballots on pay and USS we were unable
to progress this issue. A very small number of challenger institutions entered the market in
England in 2018 and the campaign against marketisation in higher education will continue
into 2019. (2018 Motion 27). See also section 24 below on funding.
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Section C

UNISON Objective 3: Develop our public service campaigns in support of quality
public services, in defence of the NHS, Education, Local Government, Social
Care, Police and all public services, building our political influence, forging
alliances with unions, appropriate campaigning and community groups to
challenge the austerity programme, including challenging the attacks on the
welfare state. To campaign for the election of governments in Westminster and the
devolved nations, and councils which value public services and working people,
rejecting the arguments of the Tory government and all far right parties.

24. Higher Education Funding

In April 2018 the newly established Office for Students (OfS) set out its position on the
public funding of universities in England for the period April 2018 – July 2019. This is a
transitional period as the OfS prepares for full implementation of the regulatory
framework in August 2019 as detailed in the Higher Education and Research Act 2017.

The OfS confirmed that the teaching funding allocation would be £1,538 billion – a
£69m reduction from the previous year. The HE Minister for England wrote to the OfS
to address increasing competition in the sector and the incorporation of competition
from overseas providers. Marketisation of the sector was also referenced in the priority
area of student protection, consumer rights and improving student confidence in quality
and standards.

The Ministerial letter also referred to the impact of exiting the European Union and
widening participation and asked the OfS to remind all providers of their responsibilities
for good governance and public accountability. In addition, the OfS was asked to review
and republish HEFCE’s guidance on severance pay and the remuneration of senior
staff, including the forthcoming Committee of University Chairs’ fair remuneration code.

The Welsh government allocated £138.2m funding for total revenue and capital for
higher education for 2018/19. This was an increase of £18.2m from 2017/ 18. The
additional funding was welcomed by the Chief executive of HEFCW, particularly
acknowledging the strategic importance to the education and economy of Wales. The
investment in the sector was recognised as having a positive impact on the prosperity
of the nation.

The Scottish Funding Council announced a total of £1,024 million in HE resource
funding for Scottish universities for 2018-19 covering nineteen universities. This figure
was an increase of £12m from 2017-18. The government stated in its funding letter that
it looked to the Scottish Funding Council to drive sustainable growth. The Scottish
Funding Council also highlighted key areas such as a target of 887 graduate
apprenticeships for 2018/19.

During 2018 the Northern Ireland assembly did not meet. How this will affect the block
grant funding for universities was unclear from the Chancellor’s autumn statement
delivered in November 2018.
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25. National Union of Students

UNISON worked closely with the NUS in 2018 on a range of issues including Living
Wage Foundation campaigns on campus.

Section D

UNISON Objective 4: Ensure that the union’s structures including organisational,
lay member, ICT infrastructure and internal management systems and the
distribution of our resources are accessible, efficient and effective to meet the
changing needs of all sections of the union and its members.

26. Branch Seminar

The HESGE organised the 2018 branch seminar in Cardiff. The seminar opened with a
presentation on the key aspects of the pay dispute including the outcome of the
industrial action ballot. This was followed by a session enabling delegates to consider
any lessons learned and how the new ballot threshold could be reached in future
disputes. A number of branch speakers updated delegates on local disputes, including
a victory in Bradford on protecting UNISON members’ jobs, an ongoing pension dispute
in Staffordshire, and reductions in hours in Leicester. Practical workshops supported by
HESGE members covered a range of topics including: pensions; understanding
university finances; and how to organise young workers. A keynote speech from Carl
Roper from the TUC outlined how trade unions can effectively campaign.

27. Higher Education Conference 2018

There were a number of key equality messages arising from Conference 2018
highlighting the need to address these wide ranging issues that affect members. This
included exploring ways of supporting members with mental health conditions and
championing the work place rights of transgender workers. Conference expressed the
need to ensure that decent pay is at the top of the bargaining agenda.
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THE HIGHER EDUCATION SERVICE GROUP EXECUTIVE 2018 – 20

Region HESGE Representative

Eastern Margaret Meredith-Warley, Cathy Yearsley

East Midlands Vacant

Greater London Susan Parkin, Josie Mangan

Northern Lorraine Brown, Denise Ward

Northern Ireland Vacant

North West Andrew Beech, Linda Holden

Scotland Margaret McParland, Davena Rankin

South East Ivan Bonsell, Sarah Pickett

South West Mike Hines

Cymru / Wales Dan Beard, Kate Hall

West Midlands Amelia Rout

Yorkshire & Humberside Mark Adcock

NEC Kath Owen, Sandy Nicholl
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Single Pay Spine for HE Academic and Support Staff 2018/19

Spine
Point £’s from 1/8/17 £’s from 1/8/18
1 (deleted 1/4/17)
2 15417
3 15721 16146
4 16035 16460
5 16341 16766
6 16654 17079
7 16983 17408
8 17326 17751
9 17764 18189
10 18263 18688
11 18777 19202
12 19305 19730
13 19850 20275
14 20411 20836
15 20989 21414
16 21581
17 22214
18 22876
19 23557
20 24285
21 24983
22 25728
23 26495
24 27285
25 28098
26 28936
27 29799
28 30688
29 31604
30 32548
31 33518
32 34520
33 35550
34 36613
35 37706
36 38833
37 39992
38 41212
39 42418
40 43685
41 44992
42 46336
43 47722
44 49149
45 50618

2% on all other pay points
imposed by employers
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46 52132
47 53961
48 55297
49 56950
50 58655
51 60410

Spinal column point 1 deleted with effect from 1.4.17


